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Mission: Project GROWS is an educational, nonproﬁt organization with a mission to improve the
health of children and youth in Staunton, Waynesboro, and Augusta County, Virginia through
garden-based education and access to healthy food.
In the words of Geoff Lawton, we believe “All the world’s problems can be solved in the garden.”

Incl si i : Project GROWS welcomes volunteers of all ages and abilities to volunteer on the
farm. Kids must be accompanied by an adult when volunteering at the farm. Although many of
our farm activities are physical in nature, we are committed to ensuring that participation in
service at our organization is fully inclusive. We strongly encourage any potential participants to
be in touch with our director of community engagement, Clara Metzler, to discuss
accommodation options.

COVID-19: Because COVID-19 is extremely contagious and is spread mainly from
person-to-person contact, Project GROWS has put in place preventative measures to reduce the
spread of COVID-19. Details regarding PG’s COVID-19 policies may be found on the liability
waiver attached at the end of this document. Please note, all volunteers must bring a signed
liability waiver to the farm at the time of volunteering.
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. After submitting a Volunteer
Interest Form, interested individuals will be
contacted by our director of community
engagement for scheduling.
Volunteers are kindly encouraged to review the
FAQs listed below in preparation for volunteering
on the farm. Please note: all volunteers must
bring a signed Liability Waiver to the farm at the
time of volunteering, which includes details
about COVID-19 safety information.

Individual volunteering opportunities at Project GROWS are offered seasonally
Ma
-N
, Thursday afternoons
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We welcome groups from local schools,
universities, Alternative Break Programs,
faith-based organizations, businesses,
Scouts, and many others! Groups are typically
scheduled for 1 to 3 hours of hands-on farm
work, which may vary according to the
season and needs of the farm at the time.
After submitting a Group Volunteer Interest
Form, the group leader will be contacted by
our director of community engagement for
scheduling.
Minors must be accompanied by adult
chaperones. Volunteers are kindly encouraged to review the FAQS listed below in preparation for
volunteering on the farm. Please note: all volunteers must bring a signed Liability Waiver to the
farm at the time of volunteering, which includes details about COVID-19 safety information.
Group volunteering opportunities at Project GROWS vary by the month
Ma
- Ma , Tuesdays and Saturdays
J
-S
, Thursday afternoons
O
-N
, Tuesdays and Saturdays
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1. W a
I
? Volunteering at the farm takes place
entirely outdoors. Please dress appropriately for the outdoors.
We recommend the following:
❏ Water bottle
❏ Sun hat
❏ Sturdy, close-toed shoes
❏ Layered clothing for sun or wind protection,
depending on weather
❏ Sunscreen and bug spray
❏ Op ional: gardening gloves
2. H
I
a ? Interested individuals and groups should ﬁrst
complete the appropriate volunteer interest form found on our website (Volunteer Interest
Form *OR* Group Volunteer Interest Form). Interested individuals and/or group leaders will
be contacted within one week of submitting an interest form with scheduling information.
3. D I
a
? Yes, every volunteer must sign our Liability Waiver.
Volunteers should bring their signed forms with them when they arrive on the farm to
volunteer. Note: a completed form is required for every member of a volunteer group.
4. W a

a

a

? Project GROWS does not have indoor facilities; however, in the
event of light rain, our staff is fully prepared and excited to lead
volunteers that are not afraid to get a little wet! If inclement
weather is forecasted, PG staff may cancel individual and group
volunteering.
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: The named contact person for the
volunteer group will receive a phone call from a PG staff member if
inclement weather is forecasted. In the event of a cancellation, a
PG staff member will follow-up as soon as possible via email to
reschedule the trip.
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Walk when in the garden
Stay on paths
Ask before using a tool or handling any crop or animal
Respect each other, and the plants, insects, and animals at the farm

6. W a
a ? The Project GROWS team is committed to
accommodating volunteers of all ages and abilities. Farm work often includes weeding,
harvesting, transplanting, seeding, mulching, and general cleanup.

7. Ca I
a ? Absolutely! As a youth-centered educational farm, the
Project GROWS staff loves working with children; however, all children must be
accompanied by an adult. As with all volunteers, a Liability Waiver must be signed by a
parent/guardian of the accompanied youth.
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In exchange for participation in the activity of __________________________________________________________
organized by Project GROWS, Inc., hereafter Project GROWS of Berry Farm Road, Verona, Virginia, and/or
use of the property, facilities and services of Project GROWS, I agree for myself and (if applicable) for the
member(s) of my family, the following:
1. I agree to observe and obey all posted rules and warnings, and further agree to follow any written or
oral instructions of directions given by Project GROWS, or the employees, representatives or agents of
Project GROWS.
2. I recognize that there are certain inherent risks associated with the above described activity and I
assume full responsibility for personal injury to myself and (if applicable) my family members, and
further release and discharge Project GROWS from injury, loss of damage arising out of my or my
family’s use of or presence upon the facilities of Project GROWS, whether caused by the fault of myself,
my family, Project GROWS, or other third parties.
3. I agree to indemnify and defend Project GROWS against all claims, causes of action, damages,
judgments, costs or expenses, including attorney fees and other litigation costs, which may in any way
rise from my or my family’s use of or presence upon the facilities of Project GROWS.
4. I agree to pay for all damages to the facilities of Project GROWS caused by my or my family’s
negligence, reckless, or willful actions.
5. Any legal or equitable claim that may arise from participation in the above shall be resolved under
Virginia law.
COVID-19 SAFET INFORMATION: While participating in events held or sponsored by Project GROWS,
Inc., (“PG”) “social distancing” must be practiced and face masks worn at all times when social
distancing is not possible to reduce the risks of exposure to COVID-19.
●
●

Face masks are required for in-person gatherings and for activities where social distancing is not
fully possible.
Particular activities on the farm out of doors may support social distancing where face masks
may be suspended due to proper distancing. This will be determined by the PG supervisor
overseeing that activity.

Because COVID-19 is extremely contagious and is spread mainly from person-to-person contact, PG has
put in place preventative measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19. However, PG cannot guarantee
that its participants, volunteers, partners, or others in attendance will not become infected with
COVID-19.
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:
A. Individuals who currently or within the past fourteen (14) days have experienced any symptoms
associated with COVID-19, which include fever, cough, and shortness of breath among others;

,

B. Individuals who believe that they may have been exposed to a confirmed or suspected case of
COVID-19 or have been diagnosed with COVID-19 and are not yet cleared as non-contagious by state or
local public health authorities or the health care team responsible for their treatment;
C. Individuals who are awaiting the results of a pending COVID-19 test either for themselves, someone in
their household, or someone with whom they have had close and sustained contact; or
D. Individuals who have traveled at any point in the past fourteen (14) days either internationally or to a
community in the U.S. that has experienced or is experiencing sustained community spread of COVID-19.
DUT TO SELF-MONITOR: Participants and volunteers agree to self-monitor for signs and symptoms of
COVID-19 (symptoms typically include fever, cough, and shortness of breath) and, contact PG at
director@projectgrows.org.org if they experience symptoms of COVID-19 within 14 days after
participating or volunteering with PG.

PHOTO / AUDIO / MEDIA RELEASE: CHECK ONE:
ES, I am willing to have my picture and/or my child’s picture taken and/or voice recorded. I grant
Project GROWS’ permission or representatives to use my picture, my voice and physical surroundings
without restriction for the purposes of the organization’s goals and mission, be it print, projections,
internet website, video or any future media market. I expressly release Project GROWS or
representatives or any institution transmitting, or exhibiting my picture or voice from any claims arising
from such use of distribution. I agree to be fully responsible for my own participation and hold Project
GROWS or representatives harmless from any liability or loss of expense arising from the use of my
picture or voice. I also consent to the use of my name and my voice and/or photo, and other material
about me for promotional, publicity, or organizational purposes.
NO, I do not want my picture or my child’s picture taken and/or voice recorded.
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